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Emperors, we all know, should  wear clothes.  The  Roman world,   however,  abounded in  

large  bronze  and  marble statues   of  its  rulers  wearing   absolutely   nothing.   These naked  

emperors present  a fascinating paradox. What  do they  mean  by this  ludicrous-looking 

combination of real heads and obviously unreal bodies? Are they meant to be funny? They 

were public monuments and too expensive for a joke. They must  be trying to tell us 

something.  

Roman  art   is  much  concerned   with  real  people  and events. It likes to narrate real 

ceremonies  and battles,  and Roman  portraits aim  to  look  realistic  and  recognisable. This 

was the Roman way. No nonsense. Things are as they seem, in art as in life. But the naked 

emperors don't quite fit this. 

Art and life 

Emperors and upper class Romans did not appear  naked in public. Nudity  was the norm in the 

Greek  gymnasium, but this appalled good  Romans. 'The  beginning of shame is to strip naked  

before fellow-citizens', chorused Ennius  and Cicero. There were naked athletic contests at 

Rome, 'Greek games',  but  proper  Romans  remained  in  the grandstand, togas firmly on. The 

naked  statues then cannot refer to any actual role of the emperor. Their point of reference 

must be not life but art, that is, other  statues. Athletic  statues were always  naked. Those  of 

gods  and heroes  usually  so.  Statues  of  Alexander   and  Hellenistic kings  were  mostly  nude  

too.  For  Romans, a connection with Greek athletes was hardly welcome. Reference to gods 

and  rulers seems more likely.  

Classic nakedness 

Our  earliest  naked  Roman  is a brutish-looking character (nicknamed the 'Pseudo-Athlete') 

from  a house  on  Delos, of c. 100 B.c. Delos was a great centre for Roman business men at 

that time. It was the clearing house for the lucrative slave trade  to Italy. Without  any 

documentation, we seem to know immediately  that this is a Roman from his aggress ive 

short-cropped portrait head. His thick-set  body is modelled  in the  manner of a fifth-century 

athlete,  but  he does  not  want  us  to  think  he has  just  won  the  Pythian games. These 

proportions and this body style had been out of  fashion  for  two  centuries. Classical  style is  

used  here simply to raise the tone of the portrait, to give it an elevated, 'Classic'   format. The  

statue   places  the   slave-dealer,   or whatever he was, in the prestigious realm of classical art 

and culture.  The  nudity  has general  overtones of  heroic  and divine figures, but none in 

particular is referred  to. Military  men  in the late  Republic  also  sometimes  used this Classic 

nude format for their statues, merely adding a sword strap across the chest or a cuirass at the 

side as a 'sign post' to their role in life. 

Vaguely superhuman 

The  emperor's statues  could  express  his exalted  status  in various  ways  (for  example,  by  

colossal  scale  or  special siting),  but  the  naked  format  offered an  elevated  appearance 

simply in itself. Toga  statues  showed  the emperor  as senator  and  civilian princeps. Cuirassed 

statues  (very com mon) showed him as general or imperator. His other, superhuman and  more 



problematic aspects could  be de scribed in the usefully vague vocabulary of classically naked 

statues.  

A naked Hadrian from Pergamon was labelled on its base simply  'The  god  Hadrian'. He  has  

sword  in  hand  and cuirass  below to indicate  'imperator' as well, but  like the Pseudo-

Athlete his body has no particular reference. This is simply  a  Hadrian with  ideal  body  to  

which  the  meaning 'god' could  be attached. Most  naked  emperors are of this kind, having 

only a loose association with gods. Within  the  naked  format there was a range  of options. 

First,  the degree of nudity  could  be adjusted. A naked Augustus from   the  seaside  resort   of  

Herculaneum - a typical middle-grade bronze -shows the emperor  with some drapery 

wrapped  round  his waist  like a  bath  towel. This kind  of  'half-drapery' was of  course  not  a  

real garment worn  in  life. It was simply  an  artistic  device for  the coy Romans  to have the 

best of both  worlds. They wanted  the elevated  tone of classical nudity  but without full 

exposure. The half-draped (or half-naked) statue  was a popular compromise,  satisfying   both   

modesty   and   a  need  for variety. 

Jupiter's viceroy 

Divine attributes could be used to make more specific suggestions about  the emperor's 

superhuman qualities. The Herculaneum Augustus  holds the sceptre and  thunderbolt of 

Jupiter.  These  were symbols  of supreme divine  power that ·everyone could  recognise. 

Augustus has  not  become Jupiter or  usurped   the  throne of  Olympus.   The  statue instead  

makes a simple but forceful comparison: Augustus is ruler of earth as Jupiter is king of heaven. 

Roman writers, in panegyrical  moments, sometimes called  the emperor Jupiter's viceroy  on 

earth,  but  usually everyone  felt more comfortable if such statements were left to silent 

statues. 

Naked hierarchy at Herculaneum 

This Augustus  was part of a larger ensemble in the theatre at  Herculaneum. With  him, there  

were a naked  Claudius and   one  or  two  local  magnates  in  togas.  The  statues represent  a 

simple hierarchy. The Claudius is non-specific ally godlike and in pose and muscle style recalls 

Hellenistic rulers.  He  is clearly  'above' the  togaed   locals,  but  also clearly  'below'  the  

Augustus-as-Jupiter. The  Augustus is also  more   'dignified'   in  its  half-drapery  and  has  

more 'classic'  muscles. His head  also  looks  up,  while Claudius looks down - a representation 

of modestia beside the great Augustus. The  statues  were put  up in Claudius' reign and 

represent the different ranks of ruling emperor  (junior) and Divine Augustus  (senior).  

The grades of hierarchy  in such statues  had no absolute value. They  were  simply convenient 

for  showing  relative seniority levels in a given statue group. In another group, at Corinth, 

Augustus is a togaed civilian but is obviously  still senior  to  his two heroically  naked  

grandsons, Gaius and Lucius. Although 'below' Augustus at Herculaneum, Claudius has the 

top, Jupiter  rank in a statue from Lanuvium, a town  near  Rome. Here  the key sign post is the 

prominent eagle, Jupiter's bird. 

Citizen-god 

In this statue Claudius also wears a prominent oakwreath. This is the 'civic crown' that used to be 

awarded to Roman citizens for saving another citizen in battle. It was appropriated as an 

imperial symbol to mean  the saving by the emperor of citizens in general. It was however a real 

civic attribute which may seem odd  in combination  with the overtly divine statue -gods did 



not wear 'civic crowns'. But Romans were not troubled by such mixed visual metaphors. They 

freely combined the available symbols and attributes, real and unreal, to represent different 

imperial qualities in the one statue. The famous equestrian Marcus Aurelius in Rome wears a 

military tunic and cloak but city-style shoes: he is a civilian and military emperor. In the same way 

the Lanuvium Claudius combines civic and divine attributes: he is both civilian and godlike. 

We can  interpret  in  a  similar  way perhaps  the  most difficult aspect of these statues for the 

modem viewer - their often appalling  aesthetic effect. The  Lanuvium  Claudius looks to us more 

like a character from an amateur  theatre production  than an emissary from Olympus. The 

contrast between banal portrait  head and superhuman  body seems to us comic. The Roman 

viewer was probably more used to this kind of mixed statement. The head is Claudius the mortal 

emperor; the body describes his godlike power. To us inconsistent as art, to a Roman the normal 

grammar of statues. Taken  as a sentence, the head is the subject, the body a metaphorical 

predicate or statement about it.  

Full Frontal Vespasian 

An exciting recent discovery has given us an extreme example. Excavation of an imperial shrine at 

Misenum on the bay of Naples has produced two new naked emperors, the Flavians Vespasian 

and Titus. Vespasian returned to a harsh warts-and-all portrait  style (in reaction to the effete 

Nero), and until this find we had been spared the horror of a full-figure nude Vespasian. It has a 

predictable combination of tough bald old head and rippling young classical body. Meaning: 

Vespasian has both mortal and divine qualities. 

Our naked emperors, then, combine art(ifice) and reality to say they are both god and man at the 

same time. Their paradox reflects this real paradox in the role of the emperor.  
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